
 

 

POLICE, CRIME, SENTENCING AND COURTS BILL 
 

Consideration of Lords Amendments 
 

Monday 28 February 2022 
 

Grouping of Lords Amendments by Secretary Priti Patel  
and selection of motions relating to Lords Amendments by the Speaker 

 
Lords Amendments 59 and 60 engage financial privilege 

 
Duties regarding serious violence; administering a substance with intent to cause 
harm; offences motivated by hostility towards the sex or gender of the victim; 
serious violence reduction orders; requiring or accepting sexual relations as a 
condition of accommodation; functions relating to serious violence; offensive 
weapons homicide reviews; extraction of information from electronic devices; 
voyeurism (breast-feeding); time limit for prosecution in domestic abuse cases; 
code of practice relating to non-criminal hate incidents; knife crime prevention 
orders 
 
LA2 + Govt motion to disagree LA70 + Govt (a) and (b) in lieu of LA70  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA72 + Govt motion to disagree LA114  
+ Govt motion to disagree LA115 + Govt motion to disagree LA116  
+ Govt (a) and (b) in lieu of LA114 to LA116 + Govt motion to disagree LA141  
+ Govt motion to disagree LA142 + LA3 to LA57 + LA59 + LA60  
+ LA108 to LA113 + LA117 + LA147 + LA153 + LA 154  

 
Two hours from start of proceedings on the Lords Amendments 

(if the Programme (No. 3) motion is agreed to)  

 
Required life sentence for manslaughter of emergency worker; application of Police 
and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 to National Food Crime Unit; secure 16 to 19 
academies; hare coursing; driving disqualification; cautions; penalty for cruelty to 
children etc; imprisonment for public protection etc (duty to refer person released 
on licence to Parole Board); assaults on those providing a public service etc; 
disregards and pardons; procedures in courts and tribunals; community and 
suspended sentence orders; minor amendments in relation to sentencing 
consolidation 
 
LA1 + Govt motion to disagree LA58 + Govt motion to disagree LA107 + LA61 to LA69  

+ LA94 to LA106 + LA 121 to LA140 + LA144 + LA 145 + LA149 to LA152  
+ LA155 to LA161 

 
Four hours from start of proceedings on the Lords Amendments 

(if the Programme (No. 3) motion is agreed to)  

[continued over 



 

 

Accountability of public authorities (duties on police workforce); public order; 

repeal of Vagrancy Act 1824; fast-track Public Space Protection Orders; 

unauthorised encampments; football banning orders 

 
Govt motion to disagree LA71 + Govt (a) to LA 74 + LA74 + Govt (a) to LA88 + LA88  

+ Govt motion to disagree LA73 + Govt motion to disagree LA80  
+ Govt (a) to (f) to words restored to the Bill by disagreeing LA80 
+ Govt motion to disagree LA81 + Govt motion to disagree LA82  
+ Govt motion to disagree LA87  
+ Govt (a) to (f) to words restored to the Bill by disagreeing LA87 
+ Govt motion to disagree LA89 + Govt motion to disagree LA146  
+ Govt (a) and (b) in lieu of LA89 and LA146 
+ Govt motion to disagree LA143 + Govt (a) to (c) in lieu of LA143  
+ LA75 to LA79 + LA83 to LA86 + LA90 to LA93 + LA118 to LA 120 
+ LA148 

 
Six hours from start of proceedings on the Lords Amendments 

(if the Programme (No. 3) motion is agreed to)  

 
 
 

 
 

28 February 2022   By order of Mr Speaker 
 

 

If the two, four or six hour “knife” is reached, the Question before the House will be 

disposed of, followed by:  

• the Question on any Amendments moved by a Minister to a Lords Amendment 

followed in each case by a decision on that Lords Amendment; 

• then a separate decision on any motion moved by a Minister to disagree to a Lords 

Amendment;  

• and finally a single Question put by the (Deputy) Speaker that all remaining Lords 

Amendments be agreed to.  
 


